[Compaction of single molecules of supercoiled DNA immobilized on amino mica: from duplex to minitoroidal and spheroidal conformations].
Supercoiled DNA pGEMEX with a length of 3993 nucleotides was immobilized on various substrates (freshly cleaved mica, standard amino mica, and modified amino mica) and visualized by atomic force microscopy. Plectonemically supercoiled DNA molecules and molecules with an extremely high level of compaction were visualized on modified amino mica, which was characterized by increased surface charge density. It was found that the length of the superhelix axis decreases two and four times to form superhelix axes of the second and third orders as the DNA compaction level increases because of the twice folding of DNA molecules. In this case, the length of the superhelix axis decreases from L approximately 470 nm to L approximately 140 nm (which corresponds to 10% contour length of a relaxed molecule on assumption of B-DNA) to form minitoroids and spheroids of approximately 50 nm diameter. Note that the previously reported experimentally measured length of the superhelix axis was equal to 35% contour length of the relaxed DNA molecule at the maximal density of the superhelix. Our data show that the significant decrease in the length of superhelix axis and the compaction of single supercoiled DNA molecules to the level of spheroids and minitoroids are caused by the screening of negatively charged DNA phosphate groups by positively charged amino groups of the modified amino mica because of its high surface charge density and increased hydrophobicity compared with standard amino mica.